
CHAPTER TWO 

OBSERVATIONS ON THE 'DOORS OF DEATH' 
IN A MEDIEVAL IRISH MEDICAL CATECHISM1 

Deborah Hayden 

In the introduction to her edition of the Rosa Anglica, Winifrid Wulff 
remarked that the Irish translation and adaptation of John of 
Gaddesden's text is 'representative of a vast body of manuscript 
material hitherto practically uninvestigated, which contains great 
resources in scientific and medical terminology and expression.'2 The 
present discussion, while diverting our attention somewhat from the 
principal subject-matter of this year's seminar, nonetheless takes 
inspiration from Wulff's observation by exploring some aspects of 
one such unpublished text from the extensive corpus of early Irish 
medical writing. The tract in question, which comprises a series of 
questions and answers on fairly elementary medical topics, is 
concerned chiefly with anatomical matters, and exhibits throughout a 
marked interest in identifying parts of the body to which injury was 
seen as being particularly perilous. A number of relevant passages in 
the tract find parallels in other texts from the early Irish literary corpus, 
and the collection also contains valuable attestations of terminology 
only scantly or ambiguously evidenced elsewhere. The following 
study offers transcriptions, translations and discussion of several 

V6*1' W'th the aim highlighting both its lexico-
.SIgn'flcance and its potential for illuminating some of the 

ot;SsP̂ tH°ytreamrgen m£dieVa' me<"Cal 

longMt'ken? H^Pth tCfC°Pu tllC tF3Ct ^nown t0 me constitutes the 
MS7Sn ? <PPH27-701 °fNa,ionalLib^of 

1.1. 2, a codex consisting of thirteen more 

responsibility alone. ' remaining errors or shortcomings are my 
Wulff, Rosa Anglica, 2. 
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or less disparate vellum and paper segments dating to the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, and assembled by the Mull branch of the 
famous Beaton family of medical practitioners. The fourth section of 
this manuscript is written on paper, and itself contains a miscellany of 
texts, most of which relate to medicine; however it also comprises 
several charms, some astronomical and astrological material, a logical 
tract based on Porphyry's Isagoge, and a fragmentary copy of the 
ninth-century gnomic text Tecosca Cormaic 'The Instructions of (the 
King) Cormac'. 

The most recent cataloguer of this manuscript, Ronald Black, 
described our text as a 'medical catechism dealing with topics of a 
miscellaneous but more or less practical nature', and identified both 
it and the copy of Tecosca Cormaic that follows it in the manuscript 
as the scribal work of 'Hand 22 V He also noted the signatures of a 
Tadhg (f. 68v) writing for Gilla-Padraig (f. 69vz) in the latter work, 
and drew attention to the association of these names, as well as 
to similarities in the form of 'Hand 22', with features of other 
manuscripts produced by scholars in the medical school based at 
Aghmacart, Co. Laois, in the Mac Giolla Padraig lordship of Upper 
Ossory.4 Aoibheann Nic Dhonnchadha has argued that the school at 
Aghmacart was probably long established by 1500, around which time 
the earliest surviving document associated with it was written.5 

However, if the 'Tadhg' writing for 'Gilla-Padraig' in our manuscript 
is the same figure mentioned in other codices associated with that 
school, it would allow us to establish an approximate date of the late 
sixteenth century for the copying of this material - although it must be 
acknowledged that the evidence for this is fairly sparse. 

In my preliminary analysis of the catechism's contents, I have divided 
the text into 36 separate sections, most of which are structured as a 
question followed by an answer that almost always begins with the 

J Black's catalogue of NLS MS 72. 1.2 is available on ISOS; see his comments under 
f. 59rl, which include a transcription of all the questions in the text (but not their 
corresponding answers). 

1 Black, Catalogue (note on Hand 22) observes that 'A Tadhg is mentioned twice by 
Donnchadh Albannach in Ossory, 1596; Gilla-Padraig 6 Conchubhair, son of Ollamh 
Osraige, was with them too (Adv. ms 73.1.22, ff. 185v, 275v). In its formal variety 
the hand resembles that of BL ms Eg. 159, ff. 1 -2, a manuscript otherwise written by 
(among others) Cathal O Duinnshleibhe and Tadhg Mac Caisin, Ossory, 1592. 
Watermark certainly suggests dating in second half 16th cent.' 

5 This is NLI MS G 12. On the school, see Nic Dhonnchadha, 'The Medical School of 
Aghmacart', 11. 
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phrase ni ansa, 'not difficult'. This well-known formula has been 
characterised by Thomas Charles-Edwards as belonging to a 'Standard 
Old-Irish Textbook Style' derived from manuals of Latin grammar 
and familiar from a range of early medieval Irish learned texts, such 
as law books and other types of didactic material.6 In this regard, it 
may be noteworthy that the text immediately following our medical 
catechism is the aforementioned copy of Tecosca Cormaic, in which 
gnomic statements are similarly presented as a series of answers given 
by the king Cormac to questions posed by his son Cairbre.7 

Another salient characteristic of the catechism is the fairly 
introductory and practical nature of its subject-matter, much of which 
is largely in keeping with medical theories current in the medieval 
period. For example, some of its questions and answers reflect the 
Hippocratic doctrine that all diseases arise from an imbalance of the 
four humours in the body, as well as the associated idea that the 
humours are linked with the four elements. This teaching is 
summarized by Isidore in the medical section of his Etymologiae, 
which draws on Hippocratic and Galenic writings: 

Morbi omnes ex quattuor nascuntur humoribus, id est ex 
sanguine et felle, melancholia et phlegmate. [Ex ipsis enim 
reguntur sani, ex ipsis laeduntur infirmi. Dum enim amplius extra 
cursum naturae creverint, aegritudines faciunt.] Sicut autem 
quattuor sunt elementa, sic et quattuor humores, et unusquisque 
humor suum elementum imitatur: sanguis aerem, cholera ignem, 
melancholia terram, phlegma aquam. Et sunt quattuor humores, 
sicut quattuor elementa, quae conservant corpora nostra. 

AH diseases come from the four humours, that is, from blood, 
bile, black bile, and phlegm. [By these, healthy people are 

pCOpIe are stricken< for when they increase 
cyond their natural course they cause sickness.] Just as there 

respmW !"e?tS• 80 there are four hum°"^ and each humour 
earth and hi ent: blood resembles air, bile fire, black bile 
are fnnr h P gm u"'"'And as there are four elements, so there 
are four humours that maintain our bodies * 

' Sri!r;irards- 'C001™ md 74-5 
* k H r SGe Meyer, Instructions 

Isidore, Etymologiae IV v 3- eH I inH 
> • • ed. Lindsay; trans. Barney et at, Ety mologies, 109. 
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The perceived medical significance of the four elements is echoed in 
§11 of our catechism, which explains that the human body consists of 
four types of 'vessels' or 'sinews' (feithi): one of earth, one of water, 
one of fire and one of air.9 Each of the four types is then further 
associated with a particular part of the human anatomy: 

Ca lin email ata f[o]r feit/zib/z cuirp duine? 

NT ansa. A cethair .i. feit/z c/'iad/z 7 a f[h]eit/zi uisgi 7 feith tened/z 
7 feith aer. Is iad a f/zeit/z[i] tene, feit[h]e x et aram et lesa. Is 
iad a f/zeit/ze uisge a c[h]i//.slenda fola. Is iad a f[h]eit/ze £eir, feit/z 
fil isna sgam/zanaib/z, et is iad a f/zeit/ze criad/z a f[h]eit/ze nirt 
lat/zai/-.10 

How many kinds offeithi are there in the body of a person? 

Not difficult. Four, i.e. a feith of earth and its feithi of water and 
a feith of fire and a feitli of air. Its feithi of fire are the feithi of the 
liver and kidneys and buttocks. Ms feithi of water are its blood 
vessels. Its feithi of air are a vessel that is in the lungs, and its 
feithi of earth are its feithi of strength [and] power. 

However, the catechism as a whole appears to be neither an obvious 
translation of any particular authoritative source, nor indeed does it 
make any effort at all to cite or compare the opinions of well-known 
medical practitioners, as is so commonly the case in late medieval 
medical writings and the Irish translations of them. Indeed, in some 
respects the structure and contents of the text reflect the more informal 
approach to transmitting medical writings typical of the early 

' DIL, s.v. 1 feith, notes that the original meaning of this term may have been 'fibre' 
or 'sinew'; it translates Latin nenns.fibra and ligamentum. However, the word also 
later came to mean 'vein', as is clear, for example, from a reference to fail afeithib 
'blood in veins' in a poem from RIA MS 23 N 10 (see Meyer, 'Mitteilungen', 299). 
The passage cited here would seem to understand the term as a reference to vessels, 
and thus perhaps the veins or arteries that lead to various organs of the body, as would 
also seem to be the case in other sections of the catechism. However, the feithi nirt 
(lit. feithi of strength') may instead indicate the sinews or tendons: they are described 
elsewhere in the catechism as running re taobh na cnamh 'alongside the bones', and 
as serving to bind the body together (see below, 46-7). 
NLS MS 72. 1. 2, f. 61 r 13-17. In this and the following passages cited from unedited 
texts, expansions are indicated by italics, missing letters and words are supplied in 
square brackets and superfluous letters are enclosed in round brackets. Word-division 
and punctuation are editorial. 
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medieval period, which show a lively interest in creative adaptation, 
but often contain few explicit references to particular scientific 
authorities." The medical doctrine found in our text has in manv 
instances been boiled down to spare, didactic summaries, sometimes 
to such an extent that we are left wishing for more information or 
clarification on a given matter. 

One could also argue that, rather than being an organized set of 
introductory questions and answers on the subject of anatomy, our text 
has the appearance of a kind of didactic miscellany akin to the copy 
of Tecosca Cormaic that follows it in the same manuscript. AIthou°h 
the first two sections of the medical tract give a general summaiy of 
various types of diseases and their properties,12 these are not addressed 
in any further detail by the questions that follow; we are not for 
example, offered any account of remedies that might be applied to one 
disease or another, as is the case in a text like the RosaAnglica There 
is some evidence that the catechism was compiled with a view to 
creating a unified and logically ordered work, since its various 
sections are broadly arranged in the traditional head-to-toe order of 
description that was a standard structural tactic of classical and 
medieval medical discussions. For example, questions 3-9 deal with 
anatomical matters pertaining to the head, such as the location of the 

asTaiZ' InH CaUS?f o bl"ldness and deafness, and bodily senses such 
taste and smell. Questions 13-18 are chiefly concerned with the 

test.^XnrSea0/the ^0!^ ** thc hcart' "aVeI' b,a" 
of the knee O t ^q11 ' describes a vessel located in the region 
human anntn^ n "'l" ̂ ° deal With central or '°werpar£ »f 
human anatomy, such as the lumbar region, intestines, spleen and 

b,'°CkS °flmate"'al are a,s° intersP^d 

as a whole ,nduLg r to the a"at<™y *bodv 
four different typesofS7?a ""h °f "S Vulnerabie Parts (§10),"the 
numberof its joints (S22T" The , r°Wn ™ §U)l and ,he t0,al 

brief passage on advice for brnh. n n ™"C f"68 rather abruptly with a 
a swelling in the abdomen " The 3 of ""i®* 431 can cause 

e aouomen. The answers to each question also vary 

Wallis, Reader, 17 

»onL?hMS72l-2'f-59rl-59v7. 
I4 X" 15 passage, see below, 43 " srssT1 

see bei°w-38. 
MS 72- '• 2, f. 64r25-64vl3. 
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considerably in length. Thus at the one extreme. Question 34 asks 
where the 'lumbar region' (na ranga droma) is located, and the answer 
to this succinctly infonns us that it is to be found 'on this side of the 
back' (a leith anond don drum).16 Conversely, the account in §24 of 
the anatomical arrangement offeithi (where the term would seem to 
refer to 'veins') is quite detailed, outlining in some 400 words how the 
various branches of vessels proceed downwards from the head and 
through the limbs, while also specifying where particularly vulnerable 
parts of the anatomy are located.17 

As a collection of medical material, therefore, the catechism in some 
ways strikes one as being almost like an assemblage of student notes 
for a fairly elementary exam on anatomy and related matters. In this 
regard, one might draw some parallels with other early medieval 
summaries of medical doctrine such as the Latin text known as 
Sapientia artis medicinae, most parts of which were probably 
composed in the sixth century. That text contains teaching on a variety 
of topics such as the humours, pulse, bones and diseases, sometimes 
in a question-and-answer format and with many passages compressed 
to the point of obscurity. The various sections of the Sapientia artis 
medicinae were by no means always transmitted together or in a 
uniform fashion, and one might regard it more as a malleable 
compilation of textual material pertaining to medicine that was liable 
to expansion, abbreviation or re-arrangement.18 Perhaps we might say 
the same for the catechism in NLS MS 72. 1. 2, had we any other 
copies of it to examine for comparative purposes. 

Yet despite what might be seen as the shortcomings of our text on a 
structural level, it is still possible to identify certain thematic threads 
running throughout the work as a whole. The most prominent of these 
is an interest in specifying and describing vulnerable parts of the 
human body, the injury of which might easily result in death. This is, 
of course, hardly a surprising feature of a tract concerned principally 
with anatomical matters. We might think, for example, of the 
observation made by the Greek physician Galen, and paraphrased in 
the Early Modern Irish translation of Guy de Chauliac's well-known 
anatomical treatise, Anathomia Gydo, that ignorance of anatomy on 
the part of a surgeon could potentially lead to tragic consequences for 

16 NLS MS 72. 1. 2, f. 64r23-4. 
" On this passage, see below, 46-8. 
" Wallis, Reader, 17. A version of this text has been translated by Wallis, Reader, 18-

22, from the 1928 edition by Wlaschky. 
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the patient, since the former would be more prone to making mistakes 
when cutting nerves and ligaments.1" Many of the passages in our text 
that illustrate this theme also contain technical terms that are only 
scantly attested in Irish dictionaries published to date, and an analysis 
of their use in this context can in some cases supply us with additional 
information regarding the semantic range and application of words 
pertaining to human anatomy. 

Both of these features are exemplified in §7 of the catechism, which 
deals with the parts of the throat. This offers a brief anatomical 
explanation for how food enters and air exits the body, concludins 
with the observation that a person could potentially suffer death should 
food pass through the wrong aperture: 

Cid/7 fodera nach teit in biad/? isi/? scornachan 7 go teit isan 
[d]Tb/?ec/?an? 

NT ansa. \Jaiv is am/iluid/i ataid: gonad/; co77/ard a mbeoil intud/i. 
Malan beg Til atura. 7 inta/7 cait/ies in duine in biad/;, luig/;id/; ar 
bel 177 sgornac/?ain. 7 i/7ta/; tic in anal amac/;, laigid/; ar bel in 
dib/?echain, conadh cdh sin fodera do/; biad/; ga/; dul asan 
sgornac/;an. 7 inta/; teid is has do duine de. 

Why does food not go into the trachea (.scornachan) but does go 
into the oesophagus (,dibhechan)? 

iS thus that they are: lheir °Peni"gs ^at 
an equal he.ght, [and there is] a small eminence- between them. 
the traH-i6" \PT°u c°nsumes th<= f°°d it lies at the entrance to 
oe 'nhl^, 'And when he breathes out it lies at the entrance to the 
And when > !t° ' ' 'S Why food does not 8°int° ̂  trachea. And when it does a person dies from it.11 

"TheTracChear!LhaV!,arfutten,pt f° distinguish between the function 
the trachea as a part of the respirator system that helps to transport 

• A"-hT'a 'Jydo' ®-7 »d « (§1.1.1,; 
6 D6n.Hl gives thfdeMon^f"1^ '* blUnt or hilIock'<°r this <w>«, while 
• tmware^f any SKcific mean ^ baldobJ="'or a •lowroundedhilUnoll'. 
it that it may here be intended tn rPr as,socla(mns of the term elsewhere, but I take 
the appearance of a rounded nrotm eepty,n"ls- which mighl he seen as having 
entrances to the trachea and ,if L°" 'n 'he middle °f tta>« between the 

" NhSMS 72.1.2, f 60\U -8 oesophagus. 
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air to the bronchi, and the oesophagus as a part of the digestive system 
that serves as a link between the mouth and the stomach. The 
entrances to both passages are located in the throat, but they are 
separated there by the epiglottis, a flap of cartilage that sits behind the 
root of the tongue and is depressed during swallowing to cover the 
opening of the trachea, thus preventing food from entering it. The 
answer to the question in §7 accordingly explains that when food 
enters the mouth, the epiglottis lies (luighidh) at the entrance to the 
scornachan and blocks the passage of food into it, thus preventing 
death by choking. We might therefore understand the word 
scornachan in this instance to refer to the 'trachea' or 'windpipe'. 

I can find no trace of the term scornachan in lexicographical sources 
for the modem Gaelic languages. With regard to earlier texts, the DIL 
offers no specific definition for this word, but does cite it as an 
equivalent of scornach, for which it offers the translation of either 
'throat' or 'gullet'. However, the term 'throat' might be taken as a 
more general reference to the interior passage that leads from the back 
of the mouth to the stomach or lungs, i.e. something that includes 
both the oesophagus and the trachea. 'Gullet', on the other hand, is 
typically used a synonym for the channel by which food travels from 
the mouth through to the stomach, i.e. a passage comprising the 
pharynx and the oesophagus. The ending -an found in the form 
scornachan is a common feature of diminutive formations from 
masculine and neuter nouns in Irish, used not merely to denote 
smallness but also for hypocoristic and shortened forms.22 As a 
derivative of scornach, the tenn may therefore have been intended to 
indicate a specific part of the throat as a whole. The first of only two 
citations in DIL for the form scornachan is drawn from a medical tract 
on the treatment of wounds from RIA MS 23 F 19, where the cenn 
suas di sgorrnacan ainmidhi eigin 'upper part of the gullet (sic) of 
some animal' is suggested as an instrument for treating intestinal 
wounds.23 The second example cited in DIL is from a Middle-Irish 
tract on Latin declension dated by Stokes to circa 1100, where what 
would appear to be the term sgornachan is equated with the Latin 
neuter word epiglotum. In that instance, however, the word is simply 
given as a gloss on the Latin with no accompanying contextual 
information. In his edition of the tract, Stokes supplied the ending -an 

- GOI, 173. 
; WulfT, 'A Mediaeval Handbook', 3. Wulff translates sgorrnacan as 'gullet' in her 

glossary to this text as well as in her unpublished translation of it, which is available 
on the CELT website (http://www.ucc.ie/celt/published/T600012). 
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in brackets to the word sgornach, which is written in the manuscript 
with a suspension mark at the end.24 In this regard, it may be worth 
noting that O'Reilly gives the word sgornchailbhe for 'the epiglottis' 
in his Irish-English Dictionary, he gives no indication as to the origin 
of the term, but it may be related to the word cailbhe, which he defines 
as 'a mouth, an orifice'.25 One might therefore speculate as to whether 
sgornchailbhe was in fact the word intended to gloss epiglotum in the 
tract on declension, and that the letter 'a' was written in error by 
association with the more common form scornach. 

What is interesting about the question posed in our medical catechism, 
however, is that the word scornachan appears to be understood in that 
context as denoting the part of the throat through which food does not 
go, because if it did a person would die from it. This suggests that, at 
least in our text, it refers not to the 'throat' generally or to the 'gullet' 
or 'oesophagus' specifically, but rather to the trachea, or windpipe. If 
the gloss on epiglotum in the tract on Latin declension was indeed 
intended to read scornachan rather than something else (e.2. 

sgornchailbhe), it may simply reflect a more generalized usage of the 
scornachan in relation to the throat as a whole, perhaps due to an 
understanding that it denoted something closely associated with the 
epiglottis. 

The word dibhechdn is likewise poorly attested in dictionaries based 
on modern and medieval sources, again giving rise to some ambiguity 

or oesnnh " r n thr°at genCral 0r ,0 the lrachea 

(sv S SliS-SfeC'fiCaIly' ° D6nai"'s Focloir Gaeilge-Bearla 
no mitt "n) SUf eS'S either •gulle'' or 'throat'- ^ off™ 
windnn?" examples. OIL. s.v. dibechdn, gives the meanings 
ofwhfch" '• ond ofTers a handfui of citations, most 
the fifteenth Ln °r "° S" " context- °ne of these is drawn from 
he words tr^hI7rmanUSConpt known as the Leabhar Breac, where 
cmXt/ln the f " "r [°U"d "S 3 gl°SS 0n Lali" ™P«a" «™'» 
cen utha lv v °f La,dcenn- a Player dated to the seventh 
Physical and f°r Various Pans °f the body against 
more from this than that the wever>lt ls difficult to establish much 

"1S than that the term was understood to refer to some part 

1315 <« 2- "),P- 73129. 
Stokes, A Mediaeval Tract. 133' for n mnro 
and dating, see Herren 'Authorship, • p erecfnt assessment of the text's attribution 
53-4. P • or further discussion of this text, see below. 
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in the general area of the throat. Similarly ambiguous is the use of the 
term in the Middle-Irish adaptation of Lucan's Pharsalia, In Cath 
Catharda, where Stokes translates ro tachtait...doirsi a n-dimechain 
as 'constricted were...the apertures of their windpipes'.27 Somewhat 
more helpful is a passage in BL MS Egerton 89, a medical compilation 
dated to the fifteenth century, where an 'imposthume on the 
further/outer membrane of the dibheachatP (nescoid...ar shreabhann 
altarach dibheachain) is cited as a symptom of quinsy, or an 
inflammation in the tonsillar region of the throat, other symptoms of 
which include fever, choking and inability to swallow.28 Here again, it 
would seem that reference is being made to the parts of the throat 
through which food passes, i.e. the pharynx and oesophagus, and not 
to the 'windpipe'.29 

Thus while it is possible that both the tenns scornachan and dibechdn 
could be used with the general sense of 'throat' as denoting a passage 
from the mouth to the stomach or lungs, our medical catechism is 
significant in preserving a more specific technical distinction between 
the scornachan as a reference to the 'trachea' or 'windpipe', and the 
dibechdn as a reference to the region comprising the pharynx and the 
oesophagus. It is noteworthy, moreover, that the chief purpose of the 
anatomical explanation given in this section of the tract is to highlight 
how a person might suffer death from injury to a particular part of the 
body: in this case, the damage in question is that which would be 
caused by food entering the trachea and blocking the passage of air to 
the lungs. 

Another example of the catechism's preoccupation with the theme of 
anatomical vulnerability is found in §§21 and 22 of the text, which 
likewise illustrate the connection between some of the teaching in 
this tract and material found in other medieval Irish vernacular works 
that are not strictly medical in nature. The first of these (§21) asks 
what bones in the body develop only after birth, a question which is 

r Stokes, In Cath Catharda, 194-5. 
3 O'Grady, Catalogue, 222. 

II is worth noting that the DIL records three attestations of the word dihe with the 
meaning of 'thirst' or 'hunger'; likewise O'Reilly, Irish-English Dictionary, 
translates the term dibhe as 'thirst', and analyses it as dith-ibhe 'refusal, denying, 
separating' (presumably understanding it to be dith 'want, defect, loss' + ibhe 
'drinking'). If dibe is, as it would seem, related to the form dibechdn, it would support 
the supposition that the latter denotes something to do with the passage of food and 
drink into the body. 
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answered by citing a triad consisting of the fontanelle, tooth and 
kneecap: 

Ca Iln cnaim/? a corp duine gineas ar na geineam/?ain 7 na 
geineann rei/we? NT ansa. A trT, et on land bat/iaisi 7 fiacail -
faircli gluine.30 

How many bones are formed in the body of a person after birth, 
and are not formed before it? Not difficult. Three, that is. the 
fontanelle (lit. 'the plate of baptism'), the tooth and the kneecap. 

These three parts of the anatomy share a common function of 
protecting the body from injury: for the first is the location at which 
the bones of the cranium fuse together after birth to protect the brain-
the second is a bony projection in the mouth that serves to break down 
food into digestible portions, and thereby prevent a person from 
choking; and the third is the convex bone that shields the knee joint 
As 1 have shown elsewhere, similar doctrine is found in a passage 
of Middle-Irish commentary from the vernacular grammatical 
compilation known as Auraicept na nEces (The Scholars' Primer), 
where it forms part of a longer discussion in which a series of curious 
parallels are drawn between linguistic concepts and aspects of human 
anatomy. One particular section of that discussion compares the three 
different types of syllabic quantity with various parts of the body. It 
egins by describing the three types of 'accent' (forbaidif2 as thegein 

nronertv f 3 P,°pert.y °f wardin8 uP°n'33, gein daghchometa 'a 
Lafn^' rl 8°? T ,"18 3nd Seinfricometa 'a property of warding 
(admne Tr / f* ! ? ̂ nforcometa is then likened to the kneecap 
b Z-{Z f lWl: e,, £ sein daghcometa is compared to JU 

th se anl/r , fle.Sh G,Ven the dis"n«'y anatomical nature of 
three nrincinal "T u"8'° See in this d"cription an echo of the 
Sr reSu'ation of health cited in the openine 

Is conZtlZ^T °f ,h£-Ir'Sa""a,ii' whid> are specified 
coimed) 'foreseeing'"and IW .guardln8'i preseruatiuum (Ir. rem-
The association ^' eluc,'uu"1 Cr- treorugadh), 'restoration'/' 

ween medical and grammatical doctrine is 

NLS MS 72.1.2, f. 62r10-13 (Question 21) 
12 She".' 'Anat°mical Metaphor', 43-6(T 
, Z:ttem'SeeDlL>*-2forbaid. 

" f aider, HO- frfHavd' ^ T ** !'v ' <d>' 
" Gi",eS' Sam,a,k 17 text) and^f't(°tr^<;a; MeUph<" -
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particularly manifest, however, in the AuraicepCs illustration of 
'middle quantity' in a syllable. This reflects the triad from §21 of our 
medical catechism insofar as it compares syllabic middle quantity to 
the cranium, jaws, knuckles and hair of a human, which are described 
as parts of the anatomy that are not present during infancy and evolve 
only at a later stage. The Auraicept-schoYxasi argues that this 
anatomical concept is analogous with the pronunciation of an accent 
in a syllable with middle quantity, which is not felt immediately at the 
inception of that syllable, but rather only in the 'compression' that 
occurs in its pronunciation due to the presence of a heavy consonant 
at the end: 

Amin amal roghabh cnaim mullaich 7 leicni 7 cnuicc 7 find, 7 

na hai nad genat lasin dume fochetoir, uair fo cosmaillius alta 
duini doniter alta huadh. Ni taidbet dno int airnin lasin focul 
fochetoir forsa tochradar co mbi fo deoidh arding in focul. 

Amin [middle quantity] such as cnaim mullaich 'fontanelle', 
leicni 'jaw-bones', cnuicc 'knuckles', and Jind 'hair', and those 
that do not originate with man first, for under the likeness of a 
man's limbs are the limbs of science [i.e. poetic art] made. Now 
the amin does not at once appear with the word on which it falls 
so that it is at the end that it compresses the word.36 

The specific reference in these examples to parts of the anatomy that 
evolve only after birth may have been a well-known one in the early 
medieval period, since it is also found in a Welsh collection of medical 
charms and remedies copied around 1400.37 It is probable, therefore, 
that this teaching originated in a medical context as a convenient 
mnemonic for anatomical features that develop postpartum in order to 
protect the body from injury. I would suggest that the inclusion of this 
material in the commentary to the Auraicept may have resulted from 
an attempt by someone familiar with elementary medical learning to 
grapple with the basic linguistic and prosodic concepts that are the 
principal focus of that compilation. 

The question-and-answer pair immediately following the anatomical 
triad in §21 of our catechism is also paralleled in the commentary to 
the Auraicept and in other sources. This explains that there are 365 
joints in the human body and 365 herbs to heal them: 

* Calder, Auraicept. 140-1. 
iT Diverres, Meddygon Myddveu, 48; see also Hayden, 'Anatomical Metaphor', 59-60. 
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Ca lion alt fil a corp duine 7 ca lion do loisaib/? airiti da nentar 
a leigeas? NT ansa. .5. ailt seasgad ar t/T cead 7 a coim/illon sin 
do gallruib/? et in lion cena do loisuib/7 da nentar a leig/;eas.'8 

How many joints are there in the body of a person and how many 
specific herbs are there to heal them? Not difficult. 365, and the 
same number of illnesses, and the same number of herbs to heal 
them. 

In the Auraicept, this doctrine has been incorporated into a passage of 
commentary on stylistic faults and correctives, where it is stated that 
comititer alta uadfri haltaib in duine. ar ita coic alta sescat ar tri cet 
in duine, a coic sescat ar tri cet aisti archetail, 7 coic laithi sescat ar 
tri cet is in bliadain 7 a coic sescat ar tri cet du luibib tre thai main 
('the limbs of poetic art are equal to the limbs of man, for there are 365 
limbs of man, 365 measures of poetry, 365 days in the year, and 365 
herbs throughout the earth.')39 The numerical motif invoked here is 
not uncommon,4" but the particular association between joints and 
herbs that is a feature of both the above passage from our catechism 
and the commentary in the Auraicept is perhaps most vividly reflected 
in an episode from the mythological text Cath Maige Tuired, where it 
is claimed that 365 medicinal plants grew over the grave of the 
physician Dian Cecht s son Miach after the fonner slew the latter out 
of jealousy at his superior skills in leechcraft. The act of filicide is 
described in quite graphic terms: Dian Cecht is said to have struck 
four separate blows to his son's head, the first of which penetrates as 
far as the flesh, the second to the bone, and the third to the membrane 
of his brain. Only the last of these blows, which actually penetrates as 
tar as the brain, results in Miach's death: 

mni!10K 'ia D'en C^Cht an freaPaid-sin. Duleicc claidimh a 
t7inaCi Mme,<; f r°tend a tuidn fri feoil a cinn. Icais an gillai 

c inndeld a eladon. Atcomaic aithurrach go roteind a feoil co 

corti^T'h' • 3nJilde dCn indel C^tnae" Bissis an tres bt^ 
Bisinc C °nn 3 Tnde' 'ca's dano an gille don indell cetnae. 
nud ity CeKhnTd mb6m co nderba a "-^hind conid 
slaithie-sin & ert Dien C^cllt nach-n-icfad lieig badesin o/it 

» pfln M^72 L2'f-62H3-I7(§22). " 
c alder, Auraicept, 150-1 

- For examples, see Haycta, 'Anatomical Metaphor', 36^.0. 
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Dian Cecht did not like that cure. He hurled a sword at the crown 
of his son's head and cut his skin to the flesh. The young man 
healed it by means of his skill. He struck him again and cut his 
flesh until he reached the bone. The young man healed it by the 
same means. He struck the third blow and reached the membrane 
of his brain. The young man healed this too by the same means. 
Then he struck the fourth blow and cut out the brain, so that 
Miach died; and Dian Cecht said that no physician could heal 
him of that blow.41 

The repetitive structuring of this passage is clearly intended to convey 
a sense of dramatic suspense, but underlying this literary conceit is a 
fundamentally medical concern regarding the particularly dire 
consequences attendant upon receiving an injury to the head that 
affects the brain (inchinn). Awareness of this problem is corroborated 
by the eighth-century law tract on compensation for injuries known as 
Bretha Dein Checht, where it is observed that a blow to the head that 
reaches the brain was considered to be particularly severe and that 
its treatment consequently merited a higher physician's fee.42 The 
additional specification in Cath Maige Tuired of three less serious 
blows - namely those that reach the flesh {feoil), bone (cnaim), and 
membrane (srebonn) respectively - also mirrors anatomical doctrine 
found in Irish medical sources regarding the anatomy of the human 
head. This part of the body is described in Anathomia Gydo, for 
example, as consisting of numerous layers including the muscular 
flesh, the skull, and the membranes known as the pia mater, arachnoid 
mater and dura mater, which envelop the brain itself: 

Agus ata ar ttus go foirimillac/? in fionwfadh 7 ina dhiagh sin 
an croicin/7 7 ain/isein feoil musculosa 7 ina dhiagh sin 
srebhon/7 reamxtr 7 ainnsein cloigion/?. Agus as a haithle si/7 
\eath astigh ar ttitf ata an mat hair c/truaidh 7 an mathair bhuidh 
7 ainsein substaint na hinc/7in/7e [...] 

And at first, externally, is the hair, after that the scalp and then 
muscular flesh, after that a fatty panicle and then the skull. And 
following that, internally at first, is the dura mater and the pia 
mater and then the substance of the brain [...]43 

" Gray, Cath Maige Tuired, 32-3. On the Indo-European context of this episode, see 
Watkins, How to Kill a Dragon. 525-39. 

J! Binchy, 'Bretha Dein Checht', 40-1 (§31). For further discussion of this text, see 
below, 50-2. 

" Ni Ghallchobhair, Anathomia Gydo. 60-1 (§2.1.4). 
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The passage cited above from Cath Maige Tuired is thus significant to 
the present discussion in that it demonstrates a medically grounded 
understanding of how more superficial injuries to the head, such as 
ones to the flesh or bone, can be healed by a physician's skill, while 
others, such as an injury that reaches the brain, are not so easy to cure. 

Given the correlation between this mythological episode and the 
teaching set out in §§21 and 22 of our catechism, it is not surprising 
to find that the latter passages are situated in the medical text 
immediately after a question concerned specifically with injuries to 
the region of the neck (§20). This asks why the 'bones at the top of the 
back' (cnaim cinn na droma) do not heal when broken, whereas other 
bones do: 

Cid/z fodera nach taig/zeann cnaimh cinn na dro/zza i nduine ged/z 
og e intan briste/-, 7 go tait/zeand gac/z cnaizzz aircena? 

NT ansa. Uai> nl tait/zenzz cnaizzz acht cnaizzz a mbT smir; uair nl 
smir bis a cnaizzz cind na drozzza acht am incinzz fuil aturu gonad/? 
ead fodeara.44 

Why does the bone at the top of the back not heal in a person 

hear? y°UnS Whe" 11 'S broken' and every other bone does 

Not difficult. Because the only bones which heal are the ones in 

at thl t f!u ' ua,T.°T; S'nCe 'l is not marrow ^at is in the bone 
is why ° brai" th3t iS betWee" them- S°th3t 

sCu3siSt0hatW;hh """"Tu deSCr'Ptions in oto early Irish sources 

uppemtost reeion of* question here may be the 
So™ consk°of f SP'ne-The Spine is described '^Anathomia 
blades, lumbar region and hiT vf3' P3rtS' !ncludln8,he neck- shoulder 
of several joints- it ic i T sacrum » each of which is made up 
through which the snina|S° d l° h?VC a Perforat'on its centre 
smior smeantain) 45 Tho C°r • passes ^ol/ ina me<*ddn trina tteidan 
from §2oXrcLchismT" km dnma dted in the ^estion 

IS Probably a reference to the first of these 

I NLS MS 72. 1. 2, f. 62r6-IO 
45 N. Ghallchobhair, Anathomia Gydo, 86-7 (§2.3.5). 
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principal parts, namely the neck. This suggestion is supported by the 
corresponding answer, which centres on a distinction between bones 
that contain marrow (smir) and those between which there is no 
marrow, but only 'brain' (inchinn). The physiological significance of 
bone marrow was widely recognized in early medical texts: for 
example, Anathomia Gydo cites Avicenna's teaching that there are 240 
bones in the body, only some of which contain marrow,4* while Isidore 
notes that marrow serves to strengthen and moisten the bones by 
supplying fluid to them.47 Many medieval surgical texts consequently 
warn surgeons against making deep incisions lest they allow the 
marrow to escape and their patients die.48 The perceived perilousness 
of an injury that is severe enough to reach the bone marrow is likewise 
reflected in an Irish treatise on wounds, which observes that is riagail 
da mhrister cnaim na righedh gona smir no smir boill oifigigh eigin 
is inbreitheamnuis in tothar cum bais no co sunnradach cum testala 
an baill sin uadha ('it is a rule that if the bone of the forearm be broken 
with its marrow or the marrow of any important bone the patient is 
doomed to die or specially to lose that limb.')44 Perhaps because of 
this medical knowledge, some literary sources indicate that marrow 
was seen to have particularly powerful healing properties: we might 
think, for example, of the reference in Tain Bo Cuailnge to the 
'marrow-mash' (smirammair or smirchomairt)50 in which the aged 
warrior Cethern was immersed in order to heal his life-threatening 
battle-wounds.51 

§20 of our catechism accords with the aforementioned sources in that 
it identifies marrow as an important feature of many bones in the body, 
particularly with regard to its role in the repair of injuries to them. 
However, I suggest that the distinction made in this portion of the text 
regarding bones in which there is inchinn 'brain' rather than smir 
'marrow' may instead be an allusion to the spinal cord, or the 
cylindrical bundle of nerve fibres and associated tissue that is enclosed 

* Ni Ghallchobhair, Anathomia Gydo, 56-7. 
" Etymologiae XI, i.87 (cd. Lindsay; trans. Barney, 236): Medulla appellata. quod 

madefaciant ossa; inrigant enim et confortant, "'Bone marrow" (medulla) is so 
called, because it moistens (madefacere) the bones, for it supplies fluid and 
strengthens them.' 

" On this, see for example Langum. 'Wounded Surgeon', 279, and references therein. 
" Wulff, A Mediaeval Handbook, 5.35-7 (§7). 
50 See DIL, s.vv. 
51 O'Rahilly, Tain Bo Cualnge, 105 (text) and 240 (trans.) For discussion of this passage 

and references to comparable episodes in early Irish literary sources, see Sayers, 
'The Laconic Scar', 484. 
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in the spine and connects nearly all parts of the body to the brain. In 
support of this, it might be noted that Anathomia Gydo specifically 
identifies the spinal cord as an extension of the brain (inchinn) that 
emerges through an opening at the base of the occipital bone in the 
back of the head: 

An da/-a cnaiph ata se do \eith an chuil 7 adearar occipitiale ris 
& iadhthar e le fuidhel thosgaidhis air tha/s/ia a ccosma/'/is 
nuimhreach a seacht tre algrisim 7 ata se cruaidh 7 poll ina 
\achtur trlna tteid an smior smeantain on inchin/; trl meadon alt 
an druma co n-uigi a Tachtur. 

The second bone is to the back and it is called the occipital, and 
it is closed by a suture which springs transversely resembling the 
number seven in algorism; it is hard and has an opening at its 
base through which passes the spinal cord [descending] from the 
brain through the middle of the spine to its base." 

The same text also emphasizes the particular dangers associated with 
dislocation of the joints of the neck, since an injury of this nature was 
understood to result in either obstruction of the trachea or oesophagus, 
or in a loss of sensation and movement provided by the nerves 
e™,ln« from the spinal cord," This would explain the observation 
m §20 of the catechism that the bones at the top of the back are a 
particularly dangerous place in which to sustain injury. One wonders, 
moreover, whether the distinction made in this section of our text 
thZlT fTr(T (Smir) and brain (inchi™) has something to do with 
he use of the term smera (or smir) smennta (or smentain) to refer to 
2?r1 r„°; Thc, auts°r may have wished *> ̂  ̂  although 

naZicanv ^,°r fer V"™ Smir W. ">= spinal cord is 
assobemg ̂  Pr0PCTly 

IahtLhismed0ke,natT.na' ™lnerability a|l"ded to in the sections of the 
te«,whi?h^n^ ";,US1far:S addressed ™»e directly in §10 of the 

human body, enumerated mtedTtoTorder 'd°°rS°fdeath™,he 

« M . «2-3 (§2 1 5) 
» for^xamples, see o7\T ̂  9°"3 «? ^ 

used frequently to refer'to the™™!!!s,n'~"tai"(e)- The term smior smeantain is also 
Anathomia Gydo, l^cr ot e spinal cord" in Anathomia Gydo: see Ni Ghallchobhair, 
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Ca lion dores bais fil a corp duine? 
43 

Ni ansa. A cuig xxed ard fa com/;air a cluas suas da gac/; leit/i 
do/; t/;oll a/-a, clais cuil, ub/zall brag/;ad, clais oc/;ta, da sgairt 
asgaille, da sgairt taoib/;, lla bruine, oc/;ta na [n-]ae, dub/dlat/; a 
da lam/; et in t-imleacan, filles na fiiat/;rog, muillaid/zi na sllasad, 
bas o glun suas let/;ed da mer sis da gach leith 7 craidid/;a na 
cos.55 

How many doors of death are there in the body of a person? Not 
difficult. Twenty-five: two points in front of the ears upwards on 
each side of the temporal fossae, the hollow of the occiput, the 
Adam's apple, the hollow of the breast, two partitions of the 
armpit, two partitions of the side,56 the stone of the breast 
(sternum), the bend of the liver, the thenar eminences and the 
navel, the fold of the thighs,57 the tops of the thighs, [the width of] 
a palm from the knee upwards [and] the width of two fingers 
down on each side, and the soles of the feet. 

A number of questions and answers that follow this passage serve to 
clarify the location of the various body parts enumerated in this list, 
or to offer explanations - albeit typically quite concise ones - as to 

55 NLSMS72. 1.2, f. 6Ir5-12. 
* On the term scairt, see Lehmann, 'Irische Etymologien', 436, who suggests the 

definitions 'the caul of a beast; the midriff; fig. the heart, the entrails'. The sgairt 
taoibh given in this list is no doubt equivalent to the cairt taihe cited in Bretha Dein 
Checht (on which see Binchy, 'Bretha Dein Checht', 24-5). The medical doctor 
consulted by Binchy when he was working on his edition suggested (ibid., 51) that 
this referred to an 'area between thc lower ribs and the crest of the ilium or hip-bone', 
but Binchy was uncertain as to whether the term cairt, for which he offered no' 
translation, was a loanword from Lat. carta 'level space, expanse' or for coirt 
cortex'. In light of Lehmann's analysis, it would more probably be the latter. The 

terms sgairt and sgairt cleibli arc translated by Wulff in her glossary to the Rosa 
Anglica as 'midriff'; she also cites a definition of sgairt cleibh in Mac Cluin's 
Reilthini Oir as an falla ata idir an gcliabh is na putoga ('the wall that is between 
the breast and the intestines'). We thus may have a reference to various parts of the 
peritoneum, or the membrane that lines the cavity of thc abdomen and is folded over 
the abdominal and pelvic viscera; presumably the intention is to denote particular 
vital organs located in thc abdomen that are surrounded by this membrane and are 
especially vulnerable to injury, such as the kidneys, liver and intestines. For further 
examples, see also D/L, s.v. 1 scairt. 
D1L, s.v./uathroc, gives several attestations of this word with the meaning of 'girdle' 
or apron". It only records one instance, from the Lorica poem attributed to Laidcenn 
of Clonfcrt-Mulloe (on which see further above, 34 and below, 53-4), in which the 
word glosses Irish sliasta 'thighs': see Stokes, A Mediaeval Tract, 139 (n. 94) and 
Herrcn, Hisperica Famino II, 80-1. 
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why they are considered particularly dangerous places in which to 
sustain injury. For example, Question 14 asks why a wound to the 
navel can be lethal, and the corresponding answer succinctly explains 
that this is because of its proximity to the liver: 

Cid/z fodera gonad// aigb/zeile an t-imleacan, et gonad// praip 
mr/rbus se an duine anait(/z) na haicbeile ele airceana? 

NT ansa. Is ead/z fodera con[ad] aigbeile: uair isna haoib// ata a 
b//un, uair is am/zluid/z ata in t-i/zzlican na ei/zfeit/z rem/zaiz-tresna 
haoib// amach.5S 

Why is it that the navel is a dangerous place, and that it kills a 
person more quickly than all the other dangerous places? 

Not difficult. This is why it is a dangerous place: because its base 
is in the liver, since the navel is a single thick vessel out through 
the liver. 

Similarly, § 19 is concerned with the dangerous vessels (feithi) located 
around the knee, and details how they might be located using basic 
measurements. This is clearly an elaboration of the penultimate item 
in the list of 'doors of death' given in § 10, which is described as the 
part of the body measuring the width of a palm upwards from the knee 
and the width of two fingers down from it on each side (bas 5 elm 
suas lethed dd mer sis da gach leith): 

Is fisid/7 ca feith a curp duine dianad ainin fraic et cait a tail a 
haigbeile. Mar leithed baisi on glun suas et leit/ied mer uada sis 
et is de sin is com/zain/zz.59 

It ought to be known what vessel in the body of a person has the 
me paw, and where its dangerous parts are. As the width of a 

down ^ ^ e uPwards and the width of an inch from it 
downwards, and ,t is that to which the term applies. 

ThusWwhUenSn?r,are a"°7anied by somewhat longer explanations. 
more ZSSS?XT, 1 Why the temporaI fo™ ™ a P™» 
offers a detailoH h° angcrous Places, the corresponding answer 
otters a deta.led descrtptton of the vessels (possibly the carotid 

" NLS MS 72. 1. 2, f. 6lv4.fi " 
From NLS MS 72. 1.2 f 62rl-5 On ,u-
Meaning', 19-21. passage, see also Hayden, 'On the 
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arteries) that emanate from the heart and lead upwards until they 
branch out into smaller vessels around the brain: 

Cid/7 fodera gonad/i aigmeili in toll ara 7 conadh praipi marbhus 
se in dui//e anaid na haigmele ele ar chena? 

NT ansa. Da f/zeith ata a bun in croid/ze .i. feit/z da leit/z deis 7 

feith ele da leith ele go tiagaid tre cnai/zz in dro/zza da gac/z leith 
go tiaghaid tre cnai/zz an urasgla da gach leit/z et re taobh cnaim/ze 
an muineil da gac/z leith go ngab/zaid ag bonaib/z na gclQas 7 na 
leacan 7 go roit/zid na tuill ara et go tiag/zaid isan genaimh 
anzzsin, et go scailid na mincz/z'.ylen/zaib/z air in ticni conadh sin 
fodera conadh praipi marbus se an duine. Is immono fodera 
da no conadh praipi marbus se an duine na na haig/zbeile ele 
az-cena: uair ni teid feit/z a corp duine a craid/zi et an n-incinn acht 
an da f/zeit/z si/z, conadh air si/z is haigbeile indnait na haigbeile 
ele arcena. 

Why is it that the temporal fossae are dangerous places and that 
they kill a person more quickly than all the other dangerous 
places? 

Not difficult. There are two veins at the base of the heart, i.e. a 
vein on the right side of it and another vein on the left side of it 
that go through the backbone on each side, until they go through 
the breastbone I?)'10 on each side and alongside of the neckbone 
on each side until they come to the bottom of the ears and the 
cheeks and until they reach the temporal fossae, and they go into 
the bone there, and the small vessels separate on the cranium, so 
that that is why they kill a person quickly. This is also why they 
kill a person more quickly than all the other dangerous places: 
since the only vessels in a human body that go into the heart and 
the brain are those two vessels, so that that is why it is more 
dangerous than all the other dangerous places.61 

' The meaning of the word urasgla, which is presumably in the genitive here, is not 
clear to me. DIL defines the word uruscall as 'some part of a carcase, exact meaning 
uncertain' and 'some part of an animal (breast?)' on the basis of a handful of 
examples. The context in the passage cited here suggests that it is a body part located 
somewhere in the region of the upper torso, just below the neck. 

" NLS MS 72. 1. 2, ff. 62rl7-62vl0. 
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We find an even more comprehensive account of the feithi in the 
answer to Question 24, which forms the longest continuous passage in 
the text. This time the anatomical description treats the whole body in 
head-to-toe order, and incorporates several notes relating to its so-
called 'dangerous parts' (aicbeili), which in many cases correspond 
to the 'doors of death' listed in §10 (highlighted here in bold):62 

Is fisid/z cin/zas atait feith cuirp duine. An senf/zeith is bun doib no 
an feith ar Ieit gach feith dlob no ca doim/me in doimhni a corp 
duine atait? 

NT ansa. Is amf/zeit is bun doib// uili acht geinmota in dana 
t(/i)olI ara et in t-imlican .i. in derg dasnachtach. Is an// ata 
(ata) a bun fein a n-iarar an dllec//ta on Oaine go rale, et is as na 
hinnib/z si// scailid sis fo gcorp. In dana gut/zaird eisdib sin re 
taob/z in dilec/zta da gac/z leit/z, go ngab/zad/z ag bonuib/z na lecan, 
go tiagaid is na leat/zbraigdib/z et a sgair[t]ib/z na n-asgall. 

Atait dono da gab/zail ele as an dana gut/zaird re taob/z na srona 
go tiag/zaid isin carbad. Ata dono cei[th]re gab/zla eisdib isi/z 
muineal et [a d]o dib si/z isan da cuilf/zeit/z gu ngabad re taebh in 
dro[m]a da gach leith go roitead(/z) na Ieasa, et ar fut in da colpa 
sis et ar leatasb/z na troigead/z co nuigi na hoirnib/z, gonad/z ann 
sin toirisit an da gab/zail sin, et is orro sin atait na haigbeil so 

1'! fna fuat/zrog et craid/ri na gcos. In da gabail ele fona 
roig/zib/z anis, gabaid ar ait/zib/z na sliasat go tiagaid isna cosuib/z 

sis 7 is orro si/z atait na rfiad//a rasac//a. In da gab/zail ele 
adubrama/• re taob/z na cluas, et on, eidir an da cuilfeith go 
ngabaid go mullaig/zib/z na ngualand 7 go ngab/zlaid/zid and si/z 
•i. gab/zal as gach ngualuind ar ait/zib/z na lam/z go nuigi in 
mudornd 7 cuislenda bcga eistib/z iarsai/z ar fut gac/za meoir. Iss 
°™T ",a hai8m^i,i seo .i. ochta na n-oidedh (71 

n, £ 7- hT*' uGabal elC as CaoA ca: tair siar, 
slTa^rf l"f , 7 "S a" aSgai" et ar fot m taoibh et "r &t na 

tSU Jl ,™.ullacA "> Si*" da gach ca, go scailid imaa 
asefm nn 'Jnhh 'V"",', S.m. atMt na haigbeile so, in da sgairt 
ele as earh i—* J11 na s,';,sail et ithini na nglun. Gabal 
Sfno „ "S '? aSgai" 8° t5id 'san load, ucAt sead, an 
e sdib °n 7; T,nc""'enna dlbA ann sin. As imda gabAal ele 

sin urli, acht is md sin an airdeoluj. 

Meaning', 9 (n. 35) ' V tttcbiile. and also the observations in Hayden, 'On the 
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Is 1 doi/zzni inn doim/zni atait na feit/ze aigbeili aran gcolainn, 
ai/* isi/z ccind 7 isi/z muinel 7 isi/z druim 7 a ttiug na feola o 
sin amac/z. Na minczzwlean/za nemaigbeili immorro, is am/zlaid/z 
tegaidh eidir in Ieat/zar et in feoil. Na feithe nirt dono, is am/zlaid/z 
tegaid sin re taob/z na cnam/z, et is iad cenglas in corp go na leigid 
sgailead/z do, conadh amlaid sin ataid feit/ze cuirp dui/ze.63 

It is worth knowing how the vessels in a human body are. Is a 
single vessel the basis of them all, or is each vessel separate, or 
how deep in the body of a person are they? 

Not difficult. A single vessel is the basis of them all, save only the 
two temporal fossae and the central point, i.e. the derg 
ddsachtach." The base of that is in the back of the pupil from 
one suture to another, and it is out of those inner parts that it 
passes down through [the] body. The two guthaird" [come] out 
of those beside the pupils on each side, until they reach the base 
of the cheeks and go into the side of the neck and into the 
partitions of the armpits. 

There are then two other branches out of the two guthaird 
beside the nose, which go into the gums. There are then four 
branches from those into the neck and [two] of those into the two 
vessels in the back of the neck, and they go along the side of the 
back on each side until they reach the haunches and all the way 
down the two calves and on one side of the feet up to the toes, 
and it is there that those two branches stop, and it is upon those 
[parts) that these dangerous places are, i.e. the fold of the 
loins and the soles of the feet. The two other branches under the 
feet from below go on the surfaces of the thighs and down into 

u NLS MS 72. 1. 2, fT. 62vl0-63v4. 
M I have argued elsewhere (Hayden. 'On the Meaning-) that the term deaig ddsachtach 

was used in reference to a blood vessel, seemingly located in the area of the head, that 
was considered likely to release a large quantity of blood if severed. The term riiad 
(Jh)rasach found later in this same passage would seem to have a similar meaning in 
reference to a vessel located in the area of the knee, and may correspond to the 'door 
of death- referred to as the fraic in §19 of the catechism (see above. 44). Both the derg 
ddsachtach and the riiad (fh)rasach are cited elsewhere in lists of places in the body 
around which one should exercise caution during the application of cautery (on which 
see below, 48-9). 

" I am uncertain of the meaning of this term. In the first attestation from this passage, 
guth and aird are divided by a line break, but in the second they appear as one word, 
so 1 take it that guthaird is the intended form. It would seem to refer to a specific pair 
of vessels or nerves located mainly in the face and neck region; it is unclear to me 
whether the term bears any relationship to guth 'voice, sound'. 
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the legs, and it is upon those [parts] that the ruadha rasacha 
are. The other two branches we have said [are] beside the ears, 
that is, between the two vessels at the back of the neck, so that 
they go to the top parts of the shoulders and divide there, i.e. a 
branch from each shoulder upon the surfaces of the arms up to 
the wrist, and small vessels from those after that along each 
finger. It is upon those [parts] that these dangerous places are. 
i.e. the bends of the elbow (?)66 and the thenar eminences. 
Another branch from each cavity across the back of the 
shoulders, so that it is those which go alongside the armpits and 
all along the side and along the thighs and across the top of the 
knee to each cavity until they pass down into the feet, but these 
are the dangerous places that are upon those [parts], the two 
partitions of the armpit or [partitions of the] side and the tops 
of the thighs and the surfaces of the knees. Another branch 
from each cavity alongside the armpits until it goes into one side 
of the chest past the breast, until they become small vessels there. 
There are many other branches out of all those, but they pertain 
to advanced knowledge. 

This is the depth in which the dangerous vessels are in the 
body: [they are] upon it in the head and in the neck and in the 
back and in the thick part of the flesh from there outwards. The 
small non-dangerous vessels moreover, where they go is between 
the skin and the flesh. The vessels of strength (tendons?) then, 
where they go is alongside the bones, and it is they that bind the 
body together such that they do not allow it to scatter, so that that 
is how the vessels are in the body of a person. 

Liste of toe vulnerable parts of the human body similar to that given 
ltanSfi,]Pnf O.f ,5?° °f °Ur cate<=hism can be identified in a 
elsewhere th ^ C*r y sources. For example, I have discussed 
elsewhere the s.gn, finance of a tract on cautery that concludes with a 

" 'hat ,he a. this point discusung 
this may be an error for c.arm cxtending from the shoulder to the wrist and fingers, 
fossae. The list of'doors nfi\'"th" 'bends of the elbow', or the antecubital 
50) refers to LLlrXl l Ch^t (on which see further below, 
right. The simHar H nf H ' ^ MS ° 453 inC'UdeS 

aigbeili listed throughout this^assa P S glven In §10 of our text, on which the 
'bend of the liver' immediate k r ge,seem to be based, refers to the ochta na ae 
the two hands' or the them ° 'V ° °K h/ia,h " da lamh ('the black-grey [part] of 
we might expert nasaHzat * What was in*ndcd however, 
dental stem like rig, and does not Which is in any case not a 

^ °es not fit the immediate context as well. 
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list of anatomical places around which one should exercise caution 
during surgery, including the croidhe coisi ocus laimhe 'sole of foot 
and palm of hand ; dubhlia[th] laimhe 'ball of thumb'; cuisle na riged 
vein of the forearm'; corra braghad 'bend of the neck' and toll arach 
hollow of the temples'."7 These are described in the tract as 

representing gach uile inad a mbi gluasacht ocus bualad in pulsa 
every single place in which there is movement and a beating of the 

pulse', and therefore were no doubt understood to be arterial pulse-
points; several of the items in that list correspond, moreover, to the 
so-called 'dangerous parts' (aicbeili) or 'doors of death' identified 
in our catechism.68 Another such list occurs in NL1 MS G 453, f. 
44v 1 -4, a sixteenth-century codex that - like the section of NLS MS 
72. 1. 2 that contains our catechism - is associated with the medical 
family of O Conchubhair at Adhmacart.6'' This version is very similar 
to the list in § 10 of the latter text, and again describes the vulnerable 
parts as 'doors of death': 

Is iad so doirsi<b/z> bais an czzi/p .i. da ard bunz/d na gcluas ar 
gac/z taob/7 7 da [th]oll arach 7 ub/zall bragad 7 clais cuil 7 Hag 
bruin/ze 7 ochta 7 da sgairt cleibh 7 da sgairt osglall70 7 da ucht 
rig he 7 mull ach imlicain 7 filli na mas da gac h taob 7 an da feith 
re n-apz/ztar fraig 7 is e ionad ina bfuile/ le/Zzad baisi on glun suas 
7 le//zad da mer on glQn slos. Is aigmel 7 is gQasac/ztac/z da 
ngontar no da ngerrtar iad.71 

These are the doors of death of the body, i.e. two points at the 
base of the ears on each side, and two temporal fossae and the 
Adam's apple and the hollow of the occiput, and the breast-bone 
and the breasts, and the two partitions of the chest and the two 
partitions of the armpits, and the two bends of the elbows and 
the top of the navel and the fold of the buttocks on each side, and 
the two vessels that are called fraig, and that is the place that is 
the width of a palm upwards from the knee and the width of two 

Copies of this tract survive in BL MS 15,582, f. 58; NLI MS Gil, f. 289b; and NLS 
MS 72. 1. 2, f. I 18v 1-21 (a separate section of the codex from that in which the 
medical catechism is found). The first of these witnesses has been transcribed and 
translated by O'Grady, Catalogue, 268-70 (on which see my comments in Hayden, 
'On the Meaning', 3-7). 

" Hayden, 'On the Meaning', 3-7. 
Ni Sheaghdha, Catalogue, 33-4. The passage in question is incorrectly described as 
containing a list of 'physical signs of death' (ibid., 37). 

0 For this word, see DIL, s.v. ochsal. 
71 NLI MS G 453, f. 44vl—4. 
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fingers downwards from the knee. It is perilous and dangerous if 
they are wounded or cut. 

Perhaps the best-known example of this type of list from extant earlv 
Irish sources, however, is found in the opening section of the law tract 
Bretha Dein Checht.12 Only a single complete copy of this text 
survives in the fifteenth-century NLI MS Gil, but its editor, D. A. 
Binchy, argued that it was a composite work originally put together in 
the eighth century and that, like so many other legal manuscripts.it 
had over time acquired a great deal glossing and commentary. The 
tract contains a list of anatomical parts that is very similar to those 
designated as 'doors of death' in §10 of our catechism, except that 
they are referred to instead as the 'twelve doors of the soul' (da dorus 
.x. anma):7i 

Atat da dorus .x. anma fil i curp duine. mullach cin/z .i. a baites 
no in cowuaim. clais da chulad. toll arai huball braiget. clasochta 
.i. loca/7 a braidet. derc noxaille liag brainne i/zzbliu cairt tuibe 
ucht riged dercc nixuide .i. aniar. tulug sliasta .i. i/z tairbfeth 
craide chuissi. 

There are twelve doors of the soul in the human body: (1) the top 
ot the head, i.e. the crown or suture, (2) the hollow of the occiput, 
(3) the hollow of the temple (temporal fossa), (4) the apple of the 
throat ('Adam's apple', thyroid cartilage), (5) the hollow of the 
breast (suprasternal fossa), i.e. the cavity of the throat, (6) the 
armpit (axilla), (7) the breast-bone (sternum), (8) the navel 
(umbilicus), (9) the...of the side, (10) the bend of the elbow 
(antecubital fossa), (11) the hollow of the ham (popliteal fossa), 
i.e. from behind, (12) the bulge of the groin (femoral triangle?), 
i.e. the bull-sinew, (13) the sole of the foot.7' 

The perceived vulnerability of these places is manifest from the legal 
H,rar-that 3 phys,cian shou|d receive a full half of the penalty 

° lc "Ourcd party in compensation for a wound inflicted upon 
any one of them.75 

On this text, see further above, 39. With th —• <u>uve, _>y. 
bais 'in a door nf H°^h^'°SS 'a,cr'n t'le text- which refers to wounds made infants 
Binchy! ^ ̂  « «"> 

Binchy, 'Bretha Dein Checht', 24-5 (§3). '  
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The list of 'doors of the soul' occurs only once in Bretha Dein Checht, 
and Binchy argued that it was inserted by a later scribe. However, 
since the twelve doors are also alluded to elsewhere in the text, he 
deemed it likely that this material was already known to the compiler, 
and that the list itself 'must have been taken from another (older?) 
tract.6 Binchy stated, moreover, that 'So far as I can ascertain, [the 
twelve doors of the soul] seem to be indigenous, for I have been 
unable to find anything like them in other accounts of early 
medicine.'7" He did, however, cite one parallel from the Welsh law
books concerning the fee due to the court physician, which specifies 
that additional payment may be claimed for treating one of the 'three 
mortal wounds' (teir gweliagheuawl).78 These include a blow to the 
head that penetrates the brain, a blow to the body that exposes the 
entrails, and a fracture of one of the four principal limbs.79 With the 
assistance of a medical doctor, Binchy also discussed at length the 
meaning of several of the anatomical parts given in the list of 'doors 
of the soul', and argued that 'these areas were regarded as peculiarly 
mysterious and dangerous in that an injury to any of them, though it 
might first appear to be trivial, often resulted in the death of the 
victim.'80 

Yet while Binchy's discussion of the anatomical 'doors of the soul' 
was extensive and made effective use of modern medical expertise, his 
analysis of Bretha Dein Checht otherwise took a principally legal 
approach and offered no assessment of contemporary medical sources. 
This is unfortunate, since - as the excerpts cited above demonstrate -
such sources have much to offer in the way of comparative evidence. 
Indeed, it is worth emphasizing in this regard that the manuscript in 
which the single surviving copy of Bretha Dein Checht was 
transmitted (NLI MS Gil) is almost entirely medical in content.81 It 
is also noteworthy that many of the items in these lists of dangerous 
places correspond to anatomical locations that are quite vividly 
depicted in the so-called 'Wound Man' illustrations preserved in 

Binchy, 'Bretha Dein Checht', 5. For the references to the list, see ibid., 24-5 (S3) and 
32-3 (§17). 
Binchy, 'Bretha Dein Checht', 10. 
These are referred to in one version of the laws (Wiliam, Llyfr lorwerth, 13) as the 
"three dangers' (try arperygyl), which is reminiscent of the use of the tenn aicbeili 
dangerous [places]' in our text. 
Binchy, "Bretha Dein Checht", 10 and 53; for further discussion of the Welsh 
material, see Owen, 'Medics and Medicine', 125-7. 
Binchy, 'Bretha Dein Checht', 52-3. 

" Ni Sheaghdha, Catalogue, 65. 
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several medical manuscripts and printed books of the high Middle 
Ages. 'Wound Man' diagrams occur both on their own and alongside 
other anatomical figures, and display sores, sources of injuries, and 
weapons such as swords, clubs, arrows, or spear-heads in various 
places on the body; some are also accompanied by text containing 
remedies or instructions for the treatment of various injuries. Much 
like our Irish medical catechism as a whole, the chief function of such 
illustrations was probably a didactic one.82 

The reference to vulnerable parts of the anatomy in Bretha Dein 
Checht as 'doors of the soul' rather than 'doors of death', as they are 
described in the catechism, draws our attention to one final thematic 
feature of the latter text that will be treated briefly here, which is its 
occasional allusion to a distinction between the corporeal body and 
the soul. This dichotomy is, of course, one that finds varied expression 
throughout medieval Irish literature and elsewhere, particularly in 
religious texts that probe questions concerning the immateriality or 
corporeality of the soul when it leaves the body and the manner of 
their separation. In the homily known as the 'Dialogue of the Body 
and the Soul', for example, it is explicitly stated that the soul, having 
been assailed by demonic armies that torment the body with weapons! 
proceeds to exit it through the crown of the head after first attempting 
to leave through the various portals of the senses (such as the mouth! 
nostrils, eyes and ears), but being prevented from doing so by Death: 

§9. Deinde anima ad labia uadit. Iar sin tra teit int anam co ruigi 
in bel dus in fetfa dol trit amach. Et dicit Mors: 'Hic sum, hue non 
inuenies. Is iar sin at-bert in Bas frisin anmuin: 'Na tair isin 
conair-seo, uair atu-san ann.' Deinde ad aures uadit .i. iar sin teit 
int anam conici in sroin dus in fetfod dul trithi amach. Is iar sin 
tic in Bas ara chinn. 'Nochon i-seo do conair,'ar se, 'uairatu-sa 
ann. einde uadit ad ocolos .i. teit co rici in rose ar daiah dola 
trcompa amach. Et dixit Mors: 'Pe/get ad alium locum.Mar sin 
a ert in Bas fris: Eirg co loc eili.' Deinde ad aures uadit. Iar sin 
teit int anam co pollaib na cluas da fis in fetfod dola treompa 
•mach. Et dixit Mors: 'Noli hue uenire. Na tair ann-so form.' 

m^!i \\C'! sou} &oes to Hps- After that the soul goes to the 
mouth, to see whether it might be able to go out through it. And 

2; for a fiftecn t h"ccntu°" sce ^urray Jones- Medieval Medicine, 16-17 and 91-
see Hill, -Medieval With on remedies, 
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Death says, 7 am here, you will not come hither'. Thereafter 
Death said to the soul, 'Do not come into this way, for I am 
there'. Then it goes to the nostrils; that is, after that the soul goes 
to the nose, to see whether it might be able to go out through it. 
After that Death comes before it. 'This is not your way', it says, 
'for I am there'. Then it goes to the eyes; that is, it goes to the 
eyes in order to go out through them. And Death said, 'Let it pass 
to another place.'' After that Death said to it, 'Go to another 
place'. Then it goes to the ears. After that the soul goes to the 
cavities of the ears, to see whether it might be able to go out 
through them. And Death said, 'Do not come hither. Do not come 
to me here.'83 

We might compare this passage with the Lorica or 'breastplate' prayer 
attributed to the seventh-century scholar Laidcenn of Clonfert-Mulloe, 
in which defensive armour is used as a metaphor to refer to protection 
against spiritual evils.84 The Lorica-poem gives a detailed head-to-toe 
enumeration of the parts of the body for which protection is sought, 
in a manner which was fittingly described by its most recent editor as 
treating the subject of human anatomy 'with such thoroughness that 
one has the impression of reading a medical tract rather than a 
prayer.'" The poem concludes with the following entreaty to God on 
the part of the supplicant: 

Tege totum me cum quinque sensibus 
et cum decern fabrefactis foribus, 
uti a plan- -tis usque ad uerticem 
nulo membro foris intus egrotem; 

Ne de meo possit uitam trudere 
pestis febris langor dolor corpore 
donee iam deo dante seneam 
et paccata mea bonis deleam; 

Ut de came iens imis caream 
et ad alta euolare ualeam 
et miserto Deo ad aetheria 
laetus uehar regnis refrigeria. 

" Carey, 'Dialogue', 52-3. 
M On this text see also above, 34; for the attribution, see Herren, 'Authorship'. 

Herren, Hisperica Famina II, 25. 
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Protect all of me with my five senses 
along with the ten created orifices, 
so that from my soles to my crown 
I might not ail in any member, within or without 

Lest from my body the life be thrust 
by plague, fever, weakness, or pain, 
until, God willing, I reach old age 
and erase my sins with my good deeds, 

So that departing from my flesh I may avoid the depths 
and be able to fly to the heights, 
and by the mercy of God be joyfully borne 
to rejuvenation in his kingdom on high.8'' 

The words decern fabrefactis fori bus ('ten created orifices') in the 
passage cited here are glossed in the Leabhar Breac copy of the 
Lorica-poem with ./'. cusna .x. ndoirsib dentaeb./. quinque sensibus 
anma ('i.e. with the ten doors of the side (?), i.e. the five senses of the 
soul').87 We can thus see a correlation in this context between the 
figurative use of the word dorus 'door' (here translating Latin /oris) 
and the concept of specific locations in the body through which the 
soul might exit in death. A comparable figurative usage of the term is 
also evident from other sources. In the tale Cath Maighe Lena, for 
example, the legendary king Conn Cetchathach expresses his 
reluctance to enter battle without sufficient reinforcements by stating 
that is doras bais beg-shliiag, 'a small army is door of death': 

Doig amh is dortad ratha do rig ro-uaiti, , is doras bais bee-
slhjluag, 7 is comartha fainde ualhad soc[h]raidi. 

For indeed too small a number destroys a king's good fortune, 
an a sma 1 army is a door of death, and a paucity of followers 
is a sign of weakness.88 

the?® samples, we might read the reference to vulnerable 

HkeBrZi fn - M .°?he SOuI'and 'doors ofdeath'in medical texts 

a Dew Checht and the catechism from NLS MS 72. 1.2 as 

" H=™ hZITZ Fam'"a'!; o6-9; cf-Stok!!s' -4 ««. 142J. 

•• > ẑrzFsrz":*:cf s,okes- - ^ 
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a kind of blurring of the metaphorical lines between defence against 
spiritual and physical evils. 

While the list of doors in §10 of the catechism offers an oblique 
illustration of doctrine found in other sources concerning the body as 
a dwelling-place of the soul, there are other sections of the collection 
that refer more explicitly to this dichotomy. For example, Question 9 
seeks a medical explanation for why the soul's faculty of reason or 
understanding should be extinguished when a person is drunk, while 
his bodily senses still serve him.89 Even more apposite to the present 
discussion is §27, which answers the question of why a person should 
recover from a 'door of death' (doras bais) with the explanation 
that it is because 'the soul has not arrived there at that time' (gan 
anum do torachtain ann). To this somewhat disappointingly succinct 
observation was added, moreover, a rather picturesque remark to the 
effect that the soul resides in the body much as a king inhabits his 
fortresses: 

Cidh fodera duine do ternamh on doras bais 7 eg do 
neam/7aigbeile? NT ansa. Gan anum do torac/itain an/7 7 is adhw 

fo dera eg do neamhaigbcile .i. in anum do toracMain an/7 an tan 
si/7 uair is amAlaid/? bis an anum isan corp, am/ioil bis rig idir 
fortuib/7.91 

Why does a person recover from the door of death, and die (lit. 
'death') from a non-dangerous place? Not difficult. [Because] 
the soul has not arrived there; and that is why death occurs in a 
non-dangerous place, i.e. the soul has arrived there at that time, 
since it is thus that the soul is in the body, as a king is between 
fortresses. 

No further elaboration of the comparison is given here, and it may 
simply be intended to convey the idea that a king who is outside the 
safety of his strongholds is vulnerable to mortal dangers much as the 

NLS MS 72. 1.2, f. 60v 14-17: Cidhfodcra dlighed inntleactha anma do dibodh an 
tan bis in duine ar meisge et a cetfadha corparrda d'[f] oghnamh do? (Why is it that 
the reason of understanding by the soul is extinguished when a person is drunk, while 
his bodily senses serve him?) 
I take this to be a scribal error for the third singular neuter pronoun edit. 
NLS MS 72. 1. 2, ff. 63v 16-20. I take fortuibh to be the dative plural form of the o-
stem noun port 'place, spot, locality', which in the later language had the meaning 
'stronghold' or 'fortress': see DIL, s.v. I port. 
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soul is threatened by physical and spiritual perils that assail various 
parts of the body. However, it is perhaps also tempting to see in this 
image an echo ofthe popular medieval metaphor of the 'body politic', 
according to which the hierarchy of political and social \ alues was 
seen to mirror the anatomy of a human. In many attestations of this 
motif, the king is likened to the head as the seat of reason melligence 
and authority overall other parts."-' Analogies of this nature are not 
unknown in texts that are otherwise strictly medical in content: for 
example, the aforementioned Latin compilation known as the 
Sapientia artismedicinaecontains a passage in which vara is parts of 
the body are implicitly compared to the dwelling-place o! a roval 
figure, with the head conceived of as an empire, the stomach as a 
kingdom, the belly as a hovel and the bladder as a hired h. id The 
medical significance of these comparisons is elaborated iuiIkt in that 
text through the explanation that if the head hurts, the whole body will 
be vexed with sickness and become feverish the implied parallel 
being, of course, that a king who fails to govern his suhu > is nnuhi 
cause affliction and suffering to be visited upon his realm 

* * *  

lexicographical perspective the t^hsignilicancc (rum t 
catechism from NLS MS 72 1 2 offers'"8 111 medical 
to medical doctrine depicted in • parallels 
a"d learning, including^latiS 2th'f °' T'y lrMl 

an """going collection of questionedlcx,s As 

anatomical themes, it is a notewnrth!" 1 fswcrs "" o'ltcllv 
of preserving, compiling and adantfna 1'1 lbr;"" ,riidi»»" 
medteval period, andseLTo ^ZsZT "^'' '1 ,he 

further into the 'vast body of m^useri™ lmP°«ancs ddclv ing 
uninvestigated' to which practteally 
contribution with her edition of die SUC'1 a P'"nconng 

_ 

°m the La,in text edited by Wlaschky). 
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